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Learn tips and tricks to help
you and your team avoid
common challenges.
BEST PRACTICES

Discover creative operations
best practices that you can
deploy today.
PRACTICES IN ACTION

Follow along with a fictional
product design team as they
develop a new product line.
DEFINITIONS

Understand key terminology
used throughout the guide.

PRACTICES IN ACTION

Bring products to life with a design workflow
that unifies creators and marketers.
As the Director of Product Design for a large, multi-national apparel company, Erin is used
to the chaos of the product design process. Working on an annual cycle composed of
four clothing seasons, Erin's team begins preparing for upcoming seasonal product lines
months in advance of their calendar release date. 
The team finds inspiration for colors, graphics, and fabrics from all over the world, including
across social media, and saves idea files for use in the appropriate season. The problem,
Erin has noticed, is that her team is incredible at finding inspiration, but are powerless to
locate their sketches, swatches, and idea files later on, due to their current system. 
Erin doesn't want her team of talented designers wasting time doing administrative tasks,
but as the team continues to grow, the challenge of staying organized grows with it. The
team is preparing to kick-off the product design for the upcoming summer season and Erin
is determined to find the right mix of software and processes that will work for her team
now and in the future.
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DESIGNER
PRACTICES IN ACTION

A workflow that isn't working.
Erin's team currently relies on multiple file sharing
systems and use email as the primary way of
sharing files between fellow designers and teams
in other departments. On more than one occasion,
this has resulted in incorrect versions of files
making it to the final design stage by accident. And
with tight timelines on most projects, taking time to
locate an asset often results in re-creating files from
scratch in order to deliver them on time.

It has become clear to Erin that her team needs
a solution that will help organize the day-to-day
operations and a file structure that not only makes
files easy to find, but that can provide a single
source of truth to improve the entire product
lifecycle, from initial concept through to bringing
the product to market.

Finally, when it comes to working with other teams,
Erin hopes to find a solution that will integrate
directly with departmental systems for a more
seamless collaboration process.



Designs are sent for approval
via email requiring files to
be downloaded locally.

Each designer saves their
own files into the file share
system they prefer.
Email threads are
used for feedback
and collaboration.

Design Lead copies &
pastes between software.
It's time consuming,
manual work, and
prone to error.

PRODUCT
COORDINATOR

Design Lead uses
yet another file share
system and email for
collaboration.

DESIGN LEAD /
LINE MANAGER

The Product Coordinator copies
and pastes the assets yet again.
More time, more manual work,
more possible errors.
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INTRODUCTION

From initial concept to final product, the process of turning a product vision into a reality is
intensive, involving many people and departments working together to make it happen.
Whether seasonal clothing or packaged consumer goods, the design of a new product requires product owners developing the vision,
talented creatives working in unison on design documents, product coordinators tracking product metadata, manufacturing ensuring
product specifications are met, and many other people and departments working in-between.Finding a way to streamline this process and
keep every aspect of the product lifecycle running smoothly is the key to success and proves to be a challenge for product design directors
and managers in every industry.

C O M M O N PA I N P O I N T S I N T H E PR O D U C T D E S I G N PR O C E S S :

??

Time wasted doing
manual work

Inability to quickly
find assets

Redundancy, duplication,
and room for error

Growing number of
project collaborators

Poor coordination and
communication between teams
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Stages of the Product Design Process
The product design process varies from company to company and can even vary between products and categories within the same
company or industry, but the stages and milestones outlined below illustrate a common workflow when bringing a new product to life.
1

2

3

CONCEPT

EXECUTION

Initial planning to approved mocks. 

Concepts become production-ready.

Planning
& Ideation

Mock-Up

Approval

Asset
Management

Design

DELIVERY

Approval

Final product gets ready for market.

Production

Sharing

CONCEPT OUTCOMES:

E XECUTION OUTCOMES:

DELIVERY OUTCOMES:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• Reusable design documents with product metadata
• Collaboration with Marketing for product launch
• Collaboration with Merchandising to add products
to eCommerce platform
• Collaboration with Manufacturing to produce new
product line

Design brief with overarching vision
Product styles aimed at specific buying personas
Concept artwork and sketches
Graphics, colors, patterns, styles

Technical design documents
Product designs coupled with metadata
Colorways and variations 
Collections of approved assets for collaboration
across departments
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Key Elements: People, Processes, Technology
The product design process relies on three key elements working together every step of the way in order to successfully
get new products to market: People, Processes, and Technology. 

PEOPLE

From designers creating concept sketches to merchandisers
adding final products to an ecommerce site, people are an
integral part of product design. Depending on your specific
product design process, this could mean tens or even
thousands of people needing to be considered.

PROCESSES

Getting a new product to market quickly
means having processes in place to
support creativity, gain approvals on
product designs, and smooth
collaboration among departments.

TECHNOLOGY

Multiple technologies, ranging
from design tools and product data
management software to marketing
platforms are used; each requiring
specific access and permissions.
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Concept
The product design process begins at the Concept stage, where a design brief is delivered outlining the concept for the new product line,
and planning begins for how to successfully bring the product to life. Designers get to work generating mock-ups and sketches, as well as
looking to stock imagery and designing graphics that could be applied to packaging or directly to goods such as clothing and apparel.
 nce mock-ups have been completed, the first round of reviews and approvals occurs in collaboration with key stakeholders, ensuring that
O
the mocks and sketches match the vision for the product being developed. Following approval, the concept art, including patterns, graphics,
swatches, and other important metadata, are ready to be turned into production ready source files.

Planning
& Ideation

CONCEPT

Mock-Up

DESIGN

Approval

Asset
Management

Design

DELIVERY

Approval

Production

Sharing
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CONCEPT: INITIAL PLANNING TO APPROVED MOCKS 

People
•
•
•
•
•
•

Director of Product Design
Designers
Product Coordinator
Other department leads (Marketing, Merchandising, etc)
Asset Manager
Key stakeholders required for approvals

Processes
• Centralized assets and organized files

Technology
• Digital Asset Management (DAM) Software
• Creative Cloud for enterprise

DEFINITIONS

Digital Asset Management (DAM)
Users across an organization can store,
manage, and access digital assets such
as images, graphics, audio, video, and
documents through a shared web
interface providing a single source of truth.
Adobe Creative Cloud for enterprise
Creative Cloud is a set of applications and
services that gives subscribers access to
a collection of software used for graphic
design, video editing, web development, and
photography, including mobile applications
and cloud services.
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CONCEPT: INITIAL PLANNING TO APPROVED MOCKS 

BEST PRACTICE
DEFINITIONS

Centralized assets and organized files.
Keeping assets organized is crucial to any project, but it is especially important when dealing with digital assets that will be
shared among multiple departments and contain important metadata. When designing a new product, this can include 3D
files, prototyping information, design documents, and many other files across multiple formats. Using DAM software is a great
start, but even the best software cannot keep a project organized without some forward thinking and advanced set-up.
Assets in the DAM are assigned to folders, and how you name these folders and their files, how you arrange sub-folders, and how
you handle the files within these folders has a significant impact on how easily those assets can be found, shared, and maintained.
By using consistent and appropriate file and folder naming strategies, along with good metadata practice, you can make the
most of your digital asset collection and ensure that the right files are where they need to be whenever they are needed.
Organize your files based on the
metadata applied to them instead
of the folders in which they are
saved. Examples of metadata
include file usage (web, social
media), season (spring, winter), file
type (jpg, png, ai, mp4), etc.

The number of digital assets is likely
to grow. It is important to create
policies around metadata use,
folder structure, and file naming
early on. Standardizing these ideas
early means assets will always be
easy to find, now and in the future.

Create an archive policy and
assign an Asset Manager to
ensure that all assets are regularly
reviewed, and that folders and files
are being archived properly so
that they can still be easily found
should they be needed again later.

Digital Asset
A digital asset, or simply an "asset", is any
type of file (image, vector graphic, pattern,
blog post, etc) that includes the metadata
related to its creation and usage rights. In
other words: a file + metadata = an asset.
Metadata
In the case of digital asset management
(DAM), metadata is data used to provide
context and information about digital assets
like images, videos, sales collateral, etc.
Metadata is a prerequisite for digital asset
governance and discoverability.

Create a directory of folders that
anticipates potential future needs. You
may not have assets in all of the folders
at this current time, but having folders
in place, with proper settings applied,
before they're needed will ensure every
asset stays organized as it's added.

TIPS & TRICKS

Assign an Asset Manager to ensure files within
the DAM are properly organized, reviewed
periodically, and maintained regularly.

Find DAM software with the ability to
automate workflows such as the application
of metadata to groups of files.
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CONCEPT: INITIAL PLANNING TO APPROVED MOCKS 

DEFINITIONS
PRACTICES IN ACTION

Centralized, organized, accessible.
Erin's organization introduced Digital Asset Management (DAM) software to provide a centralized
repository for all company assets. They chose Adobe Experience Manager (AEM) Assets for its
automated workflows that are helpful in organizing and sharing files, and its integration with the
creative software used by the designers. Having a centralized DAM now means that Erin's team
can stop using various file sharing services, making it much easier to track versions, find files, and
have a 'single source of truth' for each asset.
Designers can now save inspiration files as well as search and save Adobe Stock directly from AEM Assets , and once they start working on sketches
and mock ups, each designer can use Adobe Asset Link to easily find and check out files from the DAM for editing without ever having to leave
Illustrator. The files then appear as locked for editing, preventing duplication and confusion.
Once the mocks are complete, designers use collaboration tools within Creative Cloud for enterprise to get feedback and make edits before using Asset
Link to check the saved and approved version back in to AEM Assets alongside a version comment. Gone are the days of email threads requiring assets
be downloaded locally or comments being lost in an inbox. With AEM Assets, Erin can feel confident that her team's files are organized and accessible
as they begin the Execution stage of the product design process.

Adobe Experience Manager (AEM) Assets
Designed and built for modern marketers,
AEM Assets is an enterprise DAM that
enables organizations to locate, edit, manage,
and deliver assets effortlessly in a single
platform. AEM Assets facilitates collaboration
between teams and integrates tightly with
Adobe Creative Cloud.
Adobe Asset Link
Transform the way creatives work by speeding
up content creation. Asset Link allows teams
to search, browse, and check in/out AEM
Assets directly in Adobe Illustrator.
Adobe Illustrator
Illustrator is widely used by graphic designers,
web designers, visual artists, and professional
illustrators to create high quality vector
images, drawings, illustrations, and artwork.
Adobe Stock
A service that provides designers and
businesses with access to millions of high
quality, curated, royalty-free photos, videos,
illustrations, vector graphics, 3D assets, and
templates for creative projects.

TIPS & TRICKS

Get creative with how you get creative! Adobe Capture is a mobile app that
lets you capture images, colors, and patterns while on the go, and transform
them into vector assets ready for use in your favorite Creative Cloud apps.
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2

Execution

The concepts have been approved and those images are now delivered to the Design Lead who will work with designers to create
production-ready files including things like colorways or die-lined packaging proofs. Product data plays an important roles as
information related to style numbers, colors, materials, seasonality, and more are stored alongside the production files. 
The designs are once again put through an approval process, examining the final files to ensure every graphic is applied in the proper
location and all specifics related to production are captured. Once the final assets have been approved, the files are ready to go into
production and it is time to deliver assets and other resources to support teams such as marketing and merchandising in preparing for
the product launch.

Planning
& Ideation

CONCEPT

Mock-Up

DESIGN

Approval

Asset
Management

Design

DELIVERY

Approval

Production

Sharing
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EXECUTION: CONCEPTS BECOME PRODUCTION-READY

People
•
•
•
•
•
•

Director of Product Design
Asset Manager
Design Lead
Designers
Product Coordinator
Key stakeholders required for approvals

Processes

DEFINITIONS

Product Data Management (PDM)
PDM is the use of software to manage
product data and process-related
information in a single, central system.
This information includes design data,
style numbers, manufacturing instructions,
special requirements, notes and documents.
Also known as:
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)
Product Information Management (PIM)

• Automate using workflows to save time and effort

Technology
•
•
•
•
•

Digital Asset Management (DAM) Software
Creative Cloud for enterprise
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Asset Link
Product Data Management (PDM) Software
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EXECUTION: CONCEPTS BECOME PRODUCTION-READY

BEST PRACTICE

Automation using workflows.
Workflows are an incredibly helpful way to automate various activities, especially administrative tasks that are performed
regularly and often, saving your team valuable time.
 workflow is comprised of a series of steps that need to be performed in a specific order. Each step is a particular action such as sending a notification
A
or saving a certain file type with a specific naming pattern. Depending on the DAM software you choose, you may be able to create workflows that
interact with assets in the repository, send information to specific users, or that integrate with other applications and services.Workflows can be
created that enable certain organizational processes, including steps for sign-off by various stakeholders, helping to make the approval process more
streamlined. With the right DAM, any number of custom workflows can be created to tailor to your specific project design process.
Here are some other examples of automated workflows you may wish to consider:
•
•
•
•

Prepare specific files and assets for sharing with other departments, such as Manufacturing.
Reuse design templates by automatically creating new versions that retain important past metadata.
Update entire collections with metadata, tags, and file names, improving searchability.
Integrate product data with design assets in the DAM

By automating basic workflows, you can eliminate repetitive administrative tasks a nd
save your team considerable time and effort.
TIPS & TRICKS

You can use automated workflows built into AEM Assets or build
custom integrations between AEM Assets and other enterprise systems. 

P R O D U C T D ATA
MANAGEMENT (PDM)
S O F T W A R E

D I G I TA L A S S E T
MANAGEMENT
SOF T WARE
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EXECUTION: CONCEPTS BECOME PRODUCTION-READY

PRACTICES IN ACTION

Data meets design.
With approvals in place, the Asset Manager gets to work organizing the approved concept files into collections within AEM Assets.
She is able to apply metadata to the entire collection at once, making the assets easy to search, sort, and store. Instead of sharing
the file via email, the Asset Manager now shares the collections with the Design Lead directly through the DAM.
The Design Lead then begins to create production-ready design files by accessing assets in the DAM through his preferred Creative Cloud design tools. He can
navigate to collections, open asset files, lock them for editing, and save production files back into AEM Assets, all without having to leave his design software.
Erin is happy to see the investment in the DAM is already paying off, but she can see a disconnect between the Design Lead's production files and the Product
Data Management (PDM) software used by the Product Coordinator. Anticipating the potential for things to go awry, Erin reaches out to her Adobe Account
Manager and together they formulate the plan for a custom extension that will bring product data directly from the PDM into Creative Cloud applications. Not
only is this helpful for the Design Lead, but now the designers throughout the process can be interacting with product data and tying style information, thread
colors, fabrics, and more to the product files.
Once all of the graphics are applied and the colorways are created, a second round of approvals takes place using the collaboration capabilities within Creative
Cloud for enterprise applications. This time the team can be certain that the correct version of each file is part of the final approval process, and they're one step
closer to putting the clothing line into production.

TIPS & TRICKS

Did you know that enterprise customers can work with Adobe to create custom
extensions for Creative Cloud desktop applications? For example, a custom panel could be
created to bring product data into Creative Cloud for enterprise, allowing creatives to access

important product metadata without leaving their design software.
Bringing data and design together results in files that are easy to find and that
can be reused for future products with important metadata already applied.
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3

Delivery

The final assets are approved and now it is time for production to begin. Working alongside the manufacturing team, product design files
and metadata are compared to proofs and production mocks to ensure quality and consistency with what was designed.
The product design team also works closely with other departments to prepare for the product launch, providing final product mocks
for use in merchandising, marketing, and more. While the other departments continue toward product launch, the product design team
prepares to begin the next product design cycle by evaluating past design docs for reusability and ensuring assets are stored accordingly for
carry-over to the following season.

Planning
& Ideation

CONCEPT

Mock-Up

DESIGN

Approval

Asset
Management

Design

DELIVERY

Approval

Production

Sharing
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DELIVERY: FINAL PRODUCT GETS READY FOR MARKET

People
•
•
•
•
•
•

Director of Product Design
Asset Manager
Product Coordinator
Manufacturing Lead
Marketing Lead
Merchandising Lead

Processes
• Collaboration brings products to life

Technology
•
•
•
•

Digital Asset Management (DAM) Software
Creative Cloud for enterprise
Product Data Management (PDM) Software
Departmental systems for marketing, manufacturing,
merchandising, etc.
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DELIVERY: FINAL PRODUCT GETS READY FOR MARKET

BEST PRACTICE

Collaboration brings products to life.
No product design team works in a vacuum, and because of that it is important to think about collaboration and how you can best
work with those around you to successfully produce and launch a new product. One of the best ways to achieve collaboration is
through the ability to directly integrate between product design systems and those used by other departments. Better still, is to be
able to automate those integrations and have information passing back and forth without any intervention required.
DAM software can provide this integration directly into other systems, such as the content management system (CMS) used by a Marketing team to run a
website, or an eCommerce platform used by Merchandising to layout and sell products. By using an API to connect these applications, important data can be
shared between them automatically.
As production-ready files are approved, downstream users can export these files from the DAM and import them into their own environments, or collections
can be made automatically (such as "Summer Casual Wear") and shared directly from the DAM to other applications.
Here are some ways in which collaboration can be automated through integration with other departments:
MA N U FAC T U R I N G

MERCHANDISING

MARKETING

• Share finalized production-ready assets and
metadata directly from the DAM.
• Automate the sharing of proofs and approvals.
• Keep product delivery timelines updated
in product data software.

• Create layouts in a commerce engine using
design drafts as placeholders for product photos.
• Design outfits and featured items based
on product data such as unit cost and
order quantities.

• Use production-ready designs to produce
photography shot list.
• Share a collection of finalized assets to use
as base materials in planning campaigns.
• Plan product line launch with delivery
dates from manufacturing.
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DELIVERY: FINAL PRODUCT GETS READY FOR MARKET

PRACTICES IN ACTION

Bringing it all together.
Now that the final assets have been approved, it's time for Erin and her team to
collaborate with multiple departments within their organization in order to prepare for
launch of the product line. Previously, collaboration meant hours spent customizing
files for each department, ensuring the correct metadata was included for each
external team's unique needs. Now, thanks to AEM Assets, sharing is a streamlined
process involving the Asset Manager creating collections for each department. 
The approved clothing files are provided to the manufacturing team and the Production Coordinator can
easily see all metadata for each file within the DAM, having integrated the production software directly
into AEM Assets in order to share data directly between their systems. With production underway,
Erin begins to work with Marketing and Merchandising to prepare for the seasonal launch which
includes marketing materials, a launch party, a photography shot list, merchandising for both retail and
eCommerce, email marketing, and more. Until the final products arrive, the marketing and merchandising
teams can use the digital asset files to see what styles are coming and begin to create in-store planograms
and digital marketing campaigns.
The next season's product design cycle will be starting soon, but whereas Erin and her team used to feel
exhausted as the final production files were delivered, now they feel energized and excited to get started. 
Thanks to having the right mix of software and processes in place, Erin and her team have found a
product design process that's a perfect fit, just like the clothes they make.
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DELIVERY: FINAL PRODUCT GETS READY FOR MARKET

PRACTICES IN ACTION

A workflow that works for everyone.
With a new, streamlined workflow in place, preparing for new product lines and future seasons is easier than ever before. The team
now works from a central repository holding all assets and metadata. Files can be quickly found and shared, reducing redundancy
and the chance that incorrect assets end up anywhere they shouldn’t be. Erin’s team also has the ability to reuse technical design
documents for future seasons and easily locate past styles that they may wish to revisit.
DESIGNER

D E SI GN LEAD

P ROD UC T COORD INATOR

M A N U FACT U R I N G

M E R CH A N DI S I N G

M A R KE T I N G

BU Y NOW!

CE N T R A L I Z E D R E P O SI TO R Y
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SUMMARY

Connect. Create. Collaborate.

Make it great,
without the wait.

What you need.
When you need it.

Less “lost,”
More “found.”

The more,
the merrier.

Make collaboration
a celebration.

When manual work is
removed and collaboration
is at your fingertips,
designers can focus on
bringing incredible styles to
life faster than ever before.

Using Asset Link to
integrate Creative Cloud
for enterprise with AEM
Assets lets creatives work
with their preferred tools
while keeping everything
organized and in sync.

Centralized assets help your
team avoid duplication,
control versions, find “lost”
assets, and share files
quickly and easily.

As teams grow, complexity
grows with it. Simplify
things with software that
clearly shows who is
working where and keeps
everything organized.

Working with other teams
becomes a breeze as
customized collections
mean everyone has access
to only as much, or as little,
as they need.

Click to learn more about the features and solutions discussed in this whitepaper:
CREATIVE CLOUD
FOR ENTERPRISE

www.adobe.com/go/enterprise

ADOBE
ASSET LINK

www.adobe.com/go/assetlink

AEM
ASSETS

www.adobe.com/go/aem_assets

EXPERIENCE
LEAGUE

experienceleague.adobe.com
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MAKE IT AN EXPERIENCE

